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Making the most of conferences 
Angela Dwyer 
 
If you are anything like me, this is a time of year when attending conferences is a 
foremost concern in one’s mind. This is particularly the case for postgraduate 
students who will forge vitally important networking links with other academics as 
well as practitioners from government and industry. There are many decisions to 
make in relation to these events: what conferences to attend; when should you 
attend; should they be international or national conferences; how to get around 
funding issues; and how you can get the most out of the event. In our third 
instalment of postgraduate issues discussions, I will examine some thoughts and 
tips on how to make these decisions strategically and smartly, and how to make 
the most of these important events based on my own experiences. 
 There are a range of initial decisions that will drive conference attendance 
as a postgraduate student. These can unfortunately be tied to available funding. 
Given that funding arrangements vary widely for students depending on where 
they are situated and what is available, conferencing opportunities can be limited 
to what you are able to fund yourself. My advice in this regard would be: play 
detective and dig deep. Are there any funding schemes that you can apply for 
through the organisation hosting the conference (like the TASA Postgraduate 
Conference Scholarship)? Are there any university funding schemes (like Grants-
In-Aid) that enable you to attend conferences as a postgraduate student? If these 
schemes are unavailable, who can you ask that might know about funding 
opportunities (like Supervisors, Heads of School, Deans of Faculty, and Assistant 
Deans (Research))? The point to remember is that if you publish a paper, you will 
be making money for the School/Faculty in which you are situated, regardless of 
whether or not you intend to work in academia or industry. You can use this to 
your advantage and perhaps seek information about money that may be 
available if this were to be made possible. This can be even more of an 
advantage if you can turn a 3,000 word refereed conference paper into a longer 
7,000 word journal article at a later date (which is what TASA allows) – then the 
School/Faculty gets two lots of money from your publishing efforts. So think 
carefully and strategically: which conferences enable you to publish papers in 
proceedings that can later be published as journal articles, and how can you 
negotiate funding based on this? 
 Depending on the discipline area, a postgraduate sociologist can be 
inundated as well as limited with conference options. Some students it seems 
might get a ‘call for papers’ every month on relevant topics, while others are 
lucky if they find a relevant conference every year. There are ways of being 
strategic, even if options are limited. Be informed about what is actually on: sign 
up for conference alerts (www.conferencealerts.com); join organisations (like 
TASA and other international sociological associations) and read their 
newsletters and check their websites regularly for information about conferences; 
ask people in the know (your supervisor, other postgraduate students and 
colleagues) what they go to, when, and how often; and sign up for discussion 
groups/lists that send through ‘calls for papers’. Once you have done this, you 
can start to think broadly about where your work ‘fits’. For example, when I 
analysed fashion modelling in my PhD thesis, I never found a conference 
dedicated to this topic in the years that I was doing it. As a sociologist, I found so 
much vibrancy in sociology and postgraduate student conferences, where I could 
present anything from my work, and other conferences related specifically with 
certain areas of my thesis: cultural studies (my theoretical framework); qualitative 
research (my methodological framework); fashion conferences (fashion models 
and the body); and body modification (analysing body work). In doing this, I found 
relatively good exposure for my work, even if these arenas were only broadly 
linked to my topic area. Every section of your thesis has a conference paper in it 
– you just need to find where these papers ‘fit’ best. 
 Even if you are not starved for choice, you still need to be strategic in 
deciding what to attend. Think carefully about which conferences are going to 
have the greatest number of people in your area attending. Who are the people 
who it would be in the best interests of your work to meet? Can you meet these 
people at a small, more-focused conference, where it may be cheaper and have 
increased networking opportunities due to fewer delegates, as opposed to a 
larger conference that may be more expensive and where you might have less 
chance of meeting the people that are important to your work? Can you target 
conferences that provide a combination of both academic and industry 
representatives in your area? A great place to start with this thinking process is 
your supervisor: they are usually the person that knows everyone in their area 
and can point you in the right direction. 
 Once you have made a decision about which conference(s) you are going 
to attend, and you have had your abstract/paper accepted, you still have the 
room to think strategically in terms of how you approach it. Networking is without 
any doubt one of the most useful strategies that you can use. This is not 
necessarily easy though: it can take time to get used to going up and talking to 
someone you don’t know. Get to know some standard questions that you can 
use to ‘break the ice’ like: What area of sociology are working on? Is this your 
first conference? Where are you from? What do you do? This is fairly basic stuff 
but it is a good way to start off a conversation. I like to work from a basic 
standard and try to meet one new person each day of the conference. 
One of the best pieces of networking advice that I would pass on from my 
own PhD supervisor is: if you have a choice between going to a session and 
having a ‘drink at the bar with a big wig’, take the drink. While it is good to see as 
many papers as you can, a lot of opportunities come out of those unplanned 
moments chatting with someone of note in your area. Further to this, there is no 
reason why you cannot ‘engineer’ this at a conference. Email a person of interest 
that you want to meet and know is attending, tell them how you admire their 
work, attach your paper/abstract, and arrange a suitable time to meet with them 
and chat further. Most people are open to these types of situations so think about 
taking the plunge. Networking is imperative for all postgraduate students – it can 
get you jobs, research partners, recommendations, mentors, general support 
networks of other postgraduates in your area, and, most importantly, like-minded 
friends! 
 Finally, I have a few points on things to remember to make your 
conference enjoyable as well as productive. Firstly, make sure that you have 
some sort of ‘business card’ that you can take with you. I use this in inverted 
commas because most postgraduate students will not have access to a resource 
like this. However, you can certainly type up some pieces of paper to take along 
with you. This is better than nothing and better than scrambling for a piece of 
paper and a pen (which is what I did all the way through my candidature!). 
Secondly, ensure that you have practised your paper before presenting it. This 
gives you additional confidence in a presentation situation that is probably one of 
the most stressful that you will undergo during your study. Enlist a ‘critical friend’ 
in the form of another postgraduate student to sit through your presentation 
before you leave. Thirdly, prepare for critical feedback, even if this is more 
commonly the exception rather than the rule. The supportive, much smarter 
conference delegates will help you. However, if someone has got something 
critical to say, don’t immediately presume they are correct. Thank them for their 
comments and tell them you will follow it up further. Fourthly, if you have met 
people at the conference that you would like to develop working relationships 
with in future, take the time to send them a short email when you return about 
how you enjoyed meeting them. This can be good for stimulating further 
conversation and ideas as well as making them feel that their time was well spent 
and that you are keen to chat with them more. 
One final point: find some ‘time out’. Often the week before the conference 
you can be scrambling to finalise all the different tasks that you need to finish 
before you leave. Students have told me time and again that the only ‘down time’ 
they often get is sitting on the plane. Adding to this, conferences can be very 
taxing because you can often be ‘on duty’ from when you get to the conference in 
the morning until long after dinner with colleagues in the late evening. Take some 
time out and get some photographs so you can use these if you need to report 
on your conference attendance. And most importantly: have fun! 
 
